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Abstract. Results from adding a tracer for age of sea ice to a sophisti-6

cated sea ice model that is widely used for climate studies are presented. The7

consistent simulation of ice age, dynamics, and thermodynamics in the model8

shows explicitly that the loss of Arctic perennial ice has accelerated in the9

past three decades, as has been seen in satellite-derived observations. Our10

model shows that the September ice age average across the Northern Hemi-11

sphere varies from about five to eight years and the ice is much younger (about12

two to three years) in late winter due to the expansion of first-year ice. We13

find seasonal ice on average comprises about 5% of the total ice area in Septem-14

ber, but as much as 1.36x106 km2 survives in some years. Our simulated ice15

age in the late 1980s and early 1990s declined markedly in agreement with16

other studies. However, after this period of decline, the ice age began to re-17

cover. As a result we find little trend in the average ice age over the last two18

decades. In contrast, ice area, thickness and volume declined over the same19

period, particularly for perennial ice, with an apparent acceleration in the20

last decade.21
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1. Introduction

The sea ice cover in the Northern Hemisphere is undergoing significant changes, the22

most threatening being a shift from a mostly perennial pack to an ice cover dominated by23

seasonal ice, as in the Antarctic [Rigor and Wallace, 2004; Maslanik et al., 2007]. This24

is of fundamental concern for native peoples and wildlife that depend on the pack ice for25

their livelihoods. We do not yet know the magnitude of potential future climate change26

that could be associated with such a shift in the Arctic, but climate models indicate that27

sea-ice related feedbacks contribute to polar amplification of the global warming signal28

[e.g., Holland and Bitz , 2003].29

Beginning in the late 1970s, the satellite era opened a viewing window for the large-scale30

variability of the polar regions. While the satellite record is limited in length and consists31

primarily of sea ice area concentration deduced from brightness temperatures [Gloersen32

et al., 1992], substantive changes to the Arctic sea ice pack over the past decade are be-33

coming apparent nevertheless, particularly as reductions in area coverage in summer [e.g.,34

Comiso et al., 2008]. Although more difficult to observe, other fundamental character-35

istics of the pack ice are also changing, such as ice thickness [Wadhams , 1990; Rothrock36

et al., 1999; Wadhams and Davis , 2000]. Several factors influence whether ice survives37

the melt season, including thickness [Untersteiner , 1961], variations in atmospheric and38

oceanic temperature and circulation patterns [Comiso et al., 2003], and the duration of39

the melt season [Belchansky et al., 2004].40

Efforts to infer or measure other variables from satellites, such as sea ice thickness41

and velocity, is progressing [e.g., Laxon et al., 2003; Kwok et al., 2004a], and synthesis42
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of technologies enable derivation of additional quantities. In light of research suggesting43

recent thinning of Arctic sea ice [e.g., Rothrock et al., 1999], and in the absence of basin-44

wide, detailed thickness observations, there has been much interest in obtaining ice age45

estimates from satellite data, with which to infer and understand changes in the volume46

of Arctic sea ice. Ice thickness is closely related to the age of the ice, because thickening47

through growth and ridging accumulates over time. Johannessen et al. [1999] initiated48

the effort using satellite passive microwave data for November through March, 1978–1998.49

Surface emissivities of open water, first-year and multi-year (perennial) ice are sensitive50

to the sensor frequency and if they are assumed to be relatively stable in winter, ice age51

can be crudely distinguished. Johannessen et al. related trends in perennial ice area to52

thickness changes inferred from surface elastic-gravity wave measurements.53

However, the stability assumptions of their method are questionable [Comiso, 2002;54

Fowler et al., 2004]; Comiso [2002] simply defined multi-year ice to be that ice remaining55

at the end of the summer melt season in September, determined from a 7-day running56

mean of satellite-derived minimum ice extent for 1978–2000. In a different approach, Rigor57

and Wallace [2004] fed monthly gridded ice motion fields from Arctic buoys [Rigor et al.,58

2002] and September ice concentration data into to a simple advection model, tracking59

the ice until the following September. Ice remaining within the 90% ice concentration60

contour was aged one year. Using this procedure, they obtained ice age estimates for the61

last several decades, through 2002. Fowler et al. [2004] employed a similar technique, but62

using daily Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) ice velocities, averaged63

to weekly, and a 40% ice concentration threshold. Belchansky et al. [2005] also used an64

ice-tracking approach, but backwards in time, generating ice age maps for 1989–2003 by65
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aging pixels within the 15% concentration contour each month, until reaching the time66

and location of the ice’s origin. Nghiem et al. [2007] returned to the ideas of Johannessen67

et al. [1999], exploiting distinctive backscatter signatures from the QuikSCAT satellite to68

identify seasonal, perennial, and a “mixed” ice class. Finally, Maslanik et al. [2007] used69

the Fowler et al. [2004] approach, coupled with ICEsat laser altimeter ice thickness data70

for 2003–2006, to develop an ice thickness proxy that could be used to create maps of ice71

volume in prior years via thickness correlations with satellite-based ice age.72

The overall results from these various methods are similar, although they differ in the73

details. All indicate a reduction in area of older ice types in the Arctic over the past several74

decades, in general agreement with observations of a thinning ice pack. The eastern Arctic75

Ocean is dominated by younger ice, while older ice resides in the western Arctic, in and76

near the Canadian Archipelago. Perennial ice classes are recruited from first-year ice77

formed primarily in the eastern Arctic and north of Alaska. Some of this ice is entrained78

into the Beaufort Gyre where it recirculates, ridging and thickening until it is ejected into79

the Transpolar Drift Stream, which carries ice across the North Pole and out of the Arctic80

through Fram Strait. Northward retreat of the summer ice edge from the North American81

coast has cut short the recirculation of ice in the Beaufort Gyre, leaving thinner ice that82

melts more easily in the gyre [Rigor and Wallace, 2004; Belchansky et al., 2005; Maslanik83

et al., 2007].84

Older ice, and by association thicker ice, possesses different characteristics than younger,85

thinner ice by virtue of the aging process, particularly desalination through brine channels86

and associated changes in albedo [Perovich, 2003]. Changes in the physical characteristics87
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of the ice pack due to its transition from older to younger ice will have ramifications for88

the strength of feedbacks [Perovich et al., 2008] and ecosystem structure [Lizotte, 2001].89

No studies of sea ice age to date have used a full-physics sea ice model with a consistent90

method for determining age and thickness. Here we present a 59-year Arctic simulation91

with a new implementation of the Los Alamos sea ice model, CICE version 4.0, which92

includes a representation of sea ice age.93

2. Model description

The sea ice model employed here, CICE version 4.0, features many software and physics

enhancements over previous versions. The model infrastructure was thoroughly over-

hauled for improved performance and flexibility, including a straight-forward mechanism

for adding tracers such as ice age, melt ponds, and biological or chemical compounds that

are carried on (or in) the ice and snow. A tracer already found in a few sea ice models

(e.g., previous versions of CICE) is surface temperature, which evolves thermodynamically

and is transported with the ice as

∂ (ainTn)

∂t
+∇ · (ainTnu) = 0, (1)

where ain is the ice area fraction of thickness category n, Tn is the tracer quantity in

category n, u is ice velocity and t represents time. Transport of other tracers may be

volume weighted, in which case the transport equation takes the form

∂ (vinTn)

∂t
+∇ · (vinTnu) = 0. (2)

Transport of snow volume tracers would use the snow volume, vsn, instead of the ice94

volume, vin. In CICE, ice age is an ice volume tracer following equation (2).95
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In CICE, modeled ice and snow volumes fluctuate due to thermodynamic growth and96

melt following Bitz and Lipscomb [1999], horizontal transport via incremental remapping97

[Lipscomb and Hunke, 2004], and mechanical redistribution (that is, rafting and ridging),98

based on Thorndike et al. [1975], Rothrock [1975], Hibler [1980], Flato and Hibler [1995],99

Bitz et al. [2001] and Lipscomb et al. [2007]. Ice is transferred among thickness cate-100

gories using the remapping scheme of Lipscomb [2001]. We use the elastic-viscous-plastic101

(EVP) ice dynamics model of Hunke and Dukowicz [2002], as modified by Connolley et al.102

[2004], to find the ice velocity. Velocity components are used for horizontal ice transport,103

and spatial derivatives of velocity (ice deformation or strain rates) drive the mechanical104

redistribution.105

The incremental remapping scheme is conservative, non-oscillatory, second-order accu-106

rate in space, and monotonicity-preserving for tracers; that is, it does not create new107

extrema. The accuracy may be reduced locally to first order to preserve monotonicity.108

The characteristic that sets incremental remapping apart from other advection schemes is109

that it is efficient for large numbers of thickness categories or tracers. Much of the work110

needed to remap spatial quantities from one time step to the next is geometrical and per-111

formed once per grid cell. Additional categories or tracers utilize the existing geometrical112

information, requiring only a small amount of extra work [Lipscomb and Hunke, 2004].113

In the configuration used here, CICE partitions the ice pack in each grid cell into a114

5-category ice thickness distribution, with 4 ice layers and 1 snow layer in each category.115

State variables for each thickness category include ice area and surface temperature, plus116

ice or snow volume and enthalpy for each layer within each thickness category. (The117

thickness category ranges are 0–0.64 m, 0.64–1.39 m, 1.39–2.47 m, 2.47–4.57 m, and118
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greater than 4.57 m.) Because ice volume is the product of area and thickness, vin = ainhin,119

ice thickness can be considered an ice area tracer (Eq. 1). Similarly, enthalpy is an ice120

volume tracer. Counting all of these tracers, plus ice age, in all categories and layers,121

CICE carries 45 tracer fields in addition to ice area. Although all state variables and122

tracers are defined and modeled for each thickness category, for output and analysis the123

category values are merged into a single value for each grid cell using the category ice124

concentrations (or volumes, for volume tracers). Age “classes” or “types” referred to in125

this paper are defined during the post-processing stage and used to collect ice of similar126

ages for analysis.127

Tracers may or may not affect the physical evolution of the pack. Although physical128

characteristics of the ice are known to change as the ice ages (salinity reduction via brine129

drainage, for instance), these changes are directly related to physical conditions, and we130

therefore treat ice age as a passive tracer. Initialized at age 0 upon freezing in open water131

(e.g., frazil production), ice ages the length of the time step at each step. Melting does132

not affect the age. In our control run, basal freezing also does not alter the age, but133

we present results from a sensitivity run in which basal freezing makes the ice column134

younger. Mechanical redistribution processes and advection alter the age of ice in any135

given grid cell in a conservative manner following changes in ice volume.136

The model is configured for the global 320× 384 (1◦), displaced-pole grid used for the137

ocean and ice components of the fully-coupled Community Climate System Model version138

3 (CCSM3) [Kiehl and Gent , 2004; Collins et al., 2006], using a one-hour time step. The139

grid spacing ranges between 20 and 85 km, averaging 40 km north of 70 N. Output from140

the CCSM ocean component (POP) in a fully-coupled CCSM run is used for the lower141
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boundary conditions in CICE, including sea surface temperature, salinity and a deep142

ocean heat flux. Ocean currents are set to zero. The sea surface temperature is computed143

using a thermodynamic ocean mixed layer parameterization within CICE, which depends144

on prescribed atmospheric forcing and the sea ice evolution.145

Atmospheric forcing data includes 6-hourly air temperature, specific humidity, and wind146

velocity components from the Common Ocean Reference Experiments (CORE) version 2147

[1958-2006, Large and Yeager , 2008] along with monthly “normal year” precipitation from148

version 1 [Large and Yeager , 2004], as described in Hunke and Holland [2007]. Rather than149

reading data for shortwave and longwave radiation, we use version 2 of the Ocean Model150

Intercomparison Project’s cloud climatology [OMIP, Röske, 2001] along with temperature151

and humidity data to compute these fields following the Arctic Ocean Model Intercompar-152

ison protocol [Hunke and Holland , 2007]. A stability-based atmospheric boundary layer153

formulation is used to compute the turbulent sensible and latent heat fluxes and wind154

stress components. The sea ice albedo follows the dual-band, thickness- and temperature-155

dependent formulation of CCSM3. Further information regarding CICE can be found in156

Hunke and Lipscomb [2008].157

The ice state is initialized from an earlier run, as described in Hunke and Holland [2007].158

Although fast ice in a few grid cells in the Canadian Arctic reaches ages concomitant with159

the length of the run, which starts in 1958, most of the pack achieves its oldest values by160

the mid-1970s, and we analyze the last 30 years of output.161

3. Results

First, we clarify a point of semantics. In the nomenclature used by the World Me-162

teorological Organization [WMO , 1989], first-year ice is “sea ice of not more than one163
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winter’s growth, developing from young ice; thickness 30 cm–2 m.” Thus, young ice less164

than 30 cm thick is not classified as first-year ice. Old ice is “sea ice which has survived at165

least one summer’s melt . . .May be divided into second-year and multi-year ice.” Second-166

year ice has survived only one summer’s melt, while multi-year ice has survived at least167

two summers’ melt. At the end of summer, ice which grew late in the preceding winter168

and is less than one year old is reclassified as second-year ice. This nomenclature is quite169

sensible for field observations but leads to confusion when comparing with a numerical170

age tracer such as ours. In the spirit of the WMO nomenclature, Belchansky et al. [2005]171

classify 0–4-month-old ice as “first-year,” 5–15-month-old ice as “second-year,” and so on.172

Other studies include second-year ice (as defined by the WMO) in their multi-year ice173

class [Johannessen et al., 1999; Comiso, 2002; Maslanik et al., 2007]. Following the lead174

of Nghiem et al. [2007], we refer to ice which is less than 1 year old as “seasonal” ice and175

ice older than 1 year as “perennial” ice, otherwise following the WMO nomenclature or176

that used by the cited authors, in context.177

3.1. Seasonal and perennial ice

We begin with an inspection of Northern Hemisphere total ice volume and area coverage,178

broken down into seasonal and perennial ice types. Of these, the most easily compared179

with observations is total ice area, shown in Figure 1a. The maximum and minimum180

values compare well with satellite passive microwave data for 1978–1987 [13.9× 106 km2
181

and 4.7× 106 km2, respectively, Gloersen et al., 1992]. The ice edge, especially in winter,182

is strongly controlled by the amount of heat available from the ocean [Bitz et al., 2005],183

and because ice area concentration is nearly 100% in winter, the same is true for total184

winter ice area. Here, ocean heat flux from a CCSM simulation is input as an annually185
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repeating monthly-mean climatology and hence the resulting total ice area simulation186

varies little from year to year at its winter maximum. Interannual atmospheric variability187

becomes more prevalent in warmer months when albedo feedbacks intensify and the ice188

edge retreats from regions with strong ocean heat flux convergence.189

In contrast, the area covered by perennial ice fluctuates from year to year even in winter,190

as indicated in Figure 1b, and represents a significant influence on the total volume of191

perennial ice. Seasonal ice area in this simulation (Figure 1c) is the difference between the192

total ice area and the perennial ice area, and hence it also is constrained by the prescribed193

oceanic heat flux in winter. In summer, seasonal ice occasionally disappears altogether,194

but up to 1.36 × 106 km2 survives to become perennial ice in some years (Fig. 1d).195

By September, on average only 5% of the total ice area is seasonal ice. However, the196

September total ice area anomaly, also shown in Fig. 1d, is correlated with the September197

seasonal ice area with a correlation coefficient of 0.54 when linear trends are removed (the198

correlation is for the period 1977–2006 and is significant at the 95% confidence level).199

Although the total volume of seasonal ice is somewhat limited by the length of time200

during which it can grow, so that it remains relatively thin compared with older ice,201

it nevertheless contributes significantly to the seasonal cycle of total ice volume; the202

amplitude of the seasonal cycle of perennial ice volume is about 6× 103 km3 (Figure 1b),203

while the total volume cycle is roughly 13 × 103 km3 (Figure 1a), the remainder being204

made up of ∼ 7× 106 km2 of ∼ 1-m young ice.205

Transport of ice through Fram Strait into the North Atlantic, where it melts, is known206

to be a significant factor in the loss of Arctic perennial ice types [Rigor and Wallace, 2004;207

Nghiem et al., 2007]. The model simulates this transport well, as compared with satellite-208
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based observational data [Kwok et al., 2004a] (Figure 2), although the variability of fluxes209

is larger in the simulation than in the observations. The flux gate used for analysis of210

the satellite data is in a slightly difference place than the grid line used for the model211

calculation; the endpoints of the flux gate for the model estimates are (79.9N, 16W) and212

(80.3N, 20E).213

Figure 1e shows the Northern-Hemisphere-average sea ice age for perennial and all ice214

classes. Perennial ice reaches a quasi-equilibrium age by the mid-1970s. The maximum215

value during each year occurs at the end of summer, when perennial ice area is as its min-216

imum. In the early 1980s the area covered by younger ice shrank, causing the maximum217

in ice age seen here in 1981. This is associated with the extended period of high ice flux218

through Fram Strait (Figure 2) and will be discussed in more detail later.219

The mean annual cycle of perennial ice volume, area, thickness and age for three decades220

beginning in 1977 is shown in Figure 3. The simulation indicates that loss of perennial ice221

volume has accelerated, in agreement with satellite-derived observations [Comiso, 2006;222

Nghiem et al., 2007; Comiso et al., 2008], primarily due to decreasing ice thickness. In-223

terestingly, the average ice age had little trend in the past two decades, following a 1-year224

shift to younger ice after 1981.225

Statistics for the full 1977–2006 period, given in Table 1, highlight the trend of seasonal226

ice partially replacing perennial ice in March, with a net decrease in area overall and a227

concomitant reduction in average age. Both ice types are declining in September.228

3.2. Sea ice thickness and age

Maslanik et al. [2007] used ice age and ice thickness from March satellite observations229

during 2003–2006 (as described in the Introduction) to obtain a proxy data set of ice230
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thickness, assuming that older ice is thicker than younger ice. Their results are shown in231

Figure 4 against the output from our model simulation. Agreement is remarkably good232

for ice up to 10 years old. Five- to eight-year-old ice was slightly thicker in earlier decades.233

Ice beyond 10 years of age continues to age but at a hemispherically averaged rate slower234

than actual time. For instance, by the end of the second decade illustrated here, the235

simulation has run for 39 years, but there is no ice older than 26 years in the hemispheric236

average. This discrepancy is due to the incorporation of first-year lead ice within the pack237

and from the marginal ice zone.238

Neither spatial patterns nor interannual variability of ice age and ice thickness are as239

closely related as might be deduced from the Maslanik et al. [2007] proxy. Figure 5240

illustrates modeled ice thickness and age in March of 1976, 1986, 1996 and 2006. Near the241

Canadian Archipelago, where ice is very thick and old, and near the Siberian coast, where242

ice tends to be thin and young, the age and thickness contours line up well. In the central243

Arctic, however, dynamic processes contribute to the complexity of the pack’s physical244

characteristics through large-scale ice motion (Beaufort Gyre, transpolar drift and export245

through Fram Strait) and smaller scale processes such as rafting and ridging.246

In our simulation, the oldest ice is consistently located in the Canadian Arctic where the247

pack is thick and relatively stationary. Looking only at the central Arctic Ocean region248

(i.e., excluding the Canadian Arctic), we see that the Beaufort Gyre holds the oldest ice in249

1976, which continues to age as it recirculates [Rigor and Wallace, 2004]. By 1986 a band250

of older ice reaches across the southern Arctic Ocean from northern Greenland west to251

eastern Siberia, encircling a bight of younger ice. This pattern reflects both the Beaufort252

Gyre’s circulation pattern and the Transpolar Drift’s large export of ice through Fram253
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Strait a few years earlier. In 1996 older (and thicker) ice is compressed along the Canadian254

Archipelago, with indications of transport around the southern flank of the Beaufort Gyre.255

By 2006 the central Arctic has refilled with older ice, although it is neither as old nor as256

thick as that seen in previous decades.257

Interannual variability of ice age does not have a strong positive correlation with ice258

thickness, volume, or extent when averaged north of 70N or for the whole Northern Hemi-259

sphere (see Figure 1). The strongest relation we found was in fact a negative correlation260

between September ice age and September area (r = -0.68, significant at greater than261

95% confidence level). The negative correlation derives from the fact that anomalously262

low seasonal ice coverage leaves a proportionately above-average amount of perennial ice263

behind, which causes the ice that remains to be older than average while at the same time264

giving rise to anomalously low ice area.265

3.3. Processes affecting sea ice age

Ice volume at any given point in time represents a time-integrated history of the many266

processes acting on sea ice. Similarly, ice age reflects both calamity and serenity during the267

unrelenting march of time. Figure 6a illustrates these contrasts in the form of a Hovmüller268

diagram. The area coverage of one- to six-year-old ice is fairly constant from the mid-269

1970s through 1990, indicating fairly consistent conversion from younger ice types. The270

1981 maximum in ice age seen in Figure 1e is evident here as a moderate reduction in the271

area of roughly two- to six-year-old ice beginning in 1980, while older ice types maintain272

their coverage. During the 1990s, however, larger areas of younger ice are present while273

ice classes older than 6 years fail to be repopulated. The younger ice types gradually274

age until six-year and older ice is replenished in the mid-2000s. Meanwhile during the275
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last decade of the run, area coverage by the youngest ice types diminishes, leading to the276

relatively old maxima in average ice age seen at the end of the run (Figure 1e).277

Figure 6b illustrates these changes in a slightly different way, as the cumulative area of278

ice older than a given age. The cumulative presentation emphasizes the transient features,279

making it easier to see a temporary reduction in two- to six-year-old ice in the early 1980s.280

The mid-1990s show a unique reduction in six-year and older ice after the prolonged loss281

of younger ice that would normally replenish the older ice classes. As a result, the basin-282

wide average age reaches a minimum in 1997. Our results agree with Belchansky et al.283

[2005], who observed that considerable areas of first-year ice survived the melt season in284

the mid-1990s (see spikes in the 1992 and 1996 in our Figure 1d), which then rebuild285

multi-year ice area in the late 1990s. However our results also show that the repopulation286

of multi-year ice classes was only temporary: younger ice types again declined in the287

2000s.288

Our results also broadly agree with those of Rigor and Wallace [2004], who use an289

advection model with observational input data. However, our ice tends to be younger290

than theirs in the 1980s because deformation in our model ridges and rafts younger,291

thinner ice, effectively lowering the age of older, thicker ice. By the end of summer in the292

1980s, most of the Arctic in Rigor and Wallace’s study was covered by ice older than 10293

years; in contrast our Northern-Hemisphere-average ice is generally about 7 years old at294

the end of summer in the 1980s (Fig. 1e). By September 2002, most of the ice age in295

Rigor and Wallace’s study is less than 5 years old; at the same time our model ice age296

still averages between 6 and 7 years. Furthermore, our model clearly indicates that the297
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declining trend in ice area and thickness is not commensurate with a consistent loss of ice298

of any particular age, nor a decline in average ice age overall.299

We find it more difficult to compare with the studies of Maslanik et al. [2007] and300

Fowler et al. [2004] because their figures combine all ice greater than 5 years of age in one301

bin. They discuss ice age differences between years with apparent extrema, rather than302

trends; the range of our extrema are similar to theirs. Their ice age appears to show some303

recovery in the early 2000s, as does ours and that of Belchansky et al. [2005].304

Dynamical processes act to decrease the volume of older ice in two ways: first by305

incorporating younger ice into the old through advection and mechanical deformation,306

and second by transporting ice to the marginal ice zone where it melts. In our simulation,307

the transport of ice through Fram Strait (Figure 2) is a strong dynamical influence on the308

age characteristics of the Arctic sea ice pack. Two- to six-year-old ice comprises much of309

the Fram Strait ice export, which all melts eventually. The extended period of high flux310

rates in the early 1980s carried much young ice out of the Arctic (Figure 6c), depleting311

these age classes and resulting in the flux of 6-year and older ice through Fram Strait312

in subsequent years. 1986 saw another period of young ice export, but rates were low313

(Figure 2). In the late 1980s flux rates again increased, this time carrying much older314

ice. This resulted in the depletion of older ice types seen in the early 1990s [Rigor and315

Wallace, 2004].316

Kwok and Rothrock [1999] and Rigor et al. [2002] examine the correlation of ice fluxes317

through Fram Strait with the North Atlantic and Arctic Oscillation (AO) indices. Briefly,318

high AO signals in winter are associated with increased advection of ice away from the319

Eurasian coast and through Fram Strait, while low AO conditions lead to more open water320
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in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas and increased circulation of the Beaufort Gyre, which321

carries more ice to the marginal ice zone north of Alaska [Rigor and Wallace, 2004]. The322

AO was substantially higher than normal from late 1988 through 1994 and more neutral323

since 1995, except for a moderately high period in 2000–2002 and again in 2007. Our324

simulation suggests that the ice age began to recover in 1996, despite the fact that the325

declining trend in ice area and thickness continued. These results suggest that the AO326

has a large influence on ice age, but the decline in actual area and thickness is more a327

function of the increase in greenhouse warming. This suggestion is supported by the fact328

that in 20th and 21st century projections by global climate models, ice area and thickness329

tend to decline considerably [e.g., Arzel et al., 2006; Zhang and Walsh, 2006] with little330

or no trend in the AO [Gillett et al., 2002].331

A typical indicator of basin-wide thermodynamic effects is melt season length, or dates332

of melt or freeze onset. Using satellite passive microwave measurements of brightness333

temperature in conjunction with National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)334

reanalysis surface air temperatures for 1979–1996, Smith [1998] found an increase in melt335

season length of 4.5 days per decade for perennial ice within the Arctic Ocean. Using336

an updated algorithm, Belchansky et al. [2004] estimated the analogous change in melt337

season length at 5.5 days per decade. We compute a similar positive trend of 6.7 days338

per decade for the full Northern Hemisphere (Table 2). Differences in melt season length339

stem from differences in the analyzed area (Arctic Ocean versus Northern Hemisphere)340

and algorithms for identifying perennial ice as well as the method for identifying melt and341

freeze onset dates. Seasonal ice was not experiencing as drastic a change as perennial ice;342

our modeled trend in melt duration for all Northern Hemisphere ice is an increase of 4.7343
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days per decade for 1979–1996. For the 1979–2006 period, however, the melt duration for344

seasonal and perennial ice types both increased 6.5 days per decade.345

3.4. Ice column age

In the simulation described above, the addition of new ice on the bottom of existing ice346

did not affect the age of the ice in that thickness category, so that our results would be347

more comparable to those derived from satellite observations. To find out how sensitive348

the sea ice age is to vertical thermodynamic accretion, we performed a second simulation349

identical to the first except that the volume of new bottom ice is given an initial age equal350

to the time step (∆t = 1 hr) which is then volume-averaged with the age of the existing351

ice. Spatial patterns in the resulting age maps are similar to the control run results, but352

the ice is much younger overall, as is evident in Figure 7, highlighting the prominent role353

that seasonal ice already plays in the Arctic. Not only is it a significant—and growing—354

fraction of the total area covered by sea ice on a seasonal basis, new ice at the bottom of355

the ice column reduces the average “true” age of the pack and contributes its own physical356

properties to the ice column.357

Some of the ice accreted onto the bottom of the pack melts, resulting in a loss of358

relatively young ice from the ice column. In this simulation we do not track the age of ice359

layers within the ice column, only the average age of the ice thickness category, and are360

thus unable to adjust the age appropriately upon melting. Therefore this sensitivity test361

represents a lower bound for the age of the ice pack.362
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4. Conclusions

Sparsity of high latitude, in situ observational data has led researchers to clever uses363

of satellite and ground-based measurements. Total ice volume remains just out of reach,364

although thickness estimates are becoming available [e.g., Kwok et al., 2004b]. As remote365

sensing technology progresses, combinations of techniques may enable us to reconstruct366

the history of the polar ice cover, as Maslanik et al. [2007] demonstrate with their ice367

thickness proxy. In the meantime, sea ice models such as CICE attempt to fill in the368

gaps, particularly subsurface processes that satellites can not see.369

In CICE, each thickness category in the ice-thickness distribution has a unique thick-370

ness, ice age, concentration, snow depth, temperature profile, albedo, and set of surface371

fluxes. Ice motion is computed by the model with a one-hour time step for the veloc-372

ity field, ice advection, and deformation. The model is forced with six-hourly varying373

atmospheric conditions for 1958–2006. Thus our model computes ice age in a consistent374

fashion with evolution of ice dynamics and thermodynamics. In contrast, previous studies375

that presented ice age in detail used observations to derive ice motion, deformation, and376

extent, with an advection and deformation time step of one month [Rigor and Wallace,377

2004] or one week [Fowler et al., 2004; Maslanik et al., 2007]. Rigor and Wallace [2004]378

use an empirical relation to estimate ice growth that is independent of snow depth and379

atmospheric conditions. Fowler et al. [2004] and Maslanik et al. [2007] do not model ice380

growth or melt processes, instead using satellite imagery to determine areas of ice loss or381

new ice growth.382

The consistent simulation of ice age, dynamics, and thermodynamics in our model383

agrees well with the large spatial-scale, multi-year, average sea ice thickness–age relation384
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that was derived from observations by Maslanik et al. [2007]. Our model shows explicitly385

the accelerating loss of perennial ice over the past three decades that has been seen in386

satellite-derived observations [Nghiem et al., 2007; Comiso et al., 2008].387

Our model also shows that the September average ice age across the Northern Hemi-388

sphere varies from about five to eight years and the ice pack is much younger (about two389

to three years) in late winter due to the expansion of first-year ice. We find first-year ice390

on average comprises about 5% of the total ice area in September, but as much as 1.36391

x106 km2 survive in some years. Seasonal ice area in September has not declined signif-392

icantly in recent decades, thus the declining trend in total area in September is a result393

of the decline in perennial ice area. Nonetheless, interannual variability in the September394

area depends significantly on anomalies in the seasonal ice area.395

We find that ice age in the late 1980s and early 1990s declined markedly in agreement396

with Rigor and Wallace [2004] for the same reason they cite, owing to anomalously high397

flushing of older ice out through Fram Strait during high-index years of the Arctic Os-398

cillation. However, when the AO returned to more neutral conditions, the ice age began399

to recover. In contrast, the perennial ice area, thickness and volume declined throughout400

the past two decades, with an apparent acceleration in the last decade, particularly in401

perennial ice volume. Younger ice classes began to decline again in the last few years of402

our integrations.403

Although our model exhibits the expected relationship between ice age and thickness on404

multi-year and Northern Hemisphere-wide averages, we find that the correlation between405

ice age and thickness breaks down at the local scale (100s of kilometers and smaller)406

in individual years. Furthermore, on interannual time scales, the Northern Hemisphere407
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average ice age is not well correlated with ice thickness, volume, or area. In fact, the408

September ice age is negatively correlated with September ice area, as anomalously low409

first-year coverage causes the average age in September to increase coincident with below410

average area. Thus our results show that ice age is not a good proxy for sea ice thickness411

in a given year, and it is no surprise that the area and thickness of sea ice may decline,412

while at the same time the ice age may have little trend.413

Comparison of model output with remote sensing data is problematic partly because of414

disparities in scale, but also because of different methods for defining physical quantities,415

such as melt season length and ice age. Due to constant incorporation of young ice within416

the pack, the mean age of the simulated pack (or of ice in a grid cell) is younger than417

would be indicated by marking certain floes and aging them with each step of an advection418

algorithm or series of satellite images. The actual age of a given column of ice may be419

younger yet because of bottom accretion. Our ice age results are in good agreement with420

Rigor and Wallace [2004] in the later years of their integration, but their ice tends to be421

much older at the beginning of their analysis period. Thus their results show a substantial422

reduction in ice age, while ours do not.423

Nevertheless, our model simulation reinforces the observationalists’ story: older ice424

types have declined in the Arctic ice cover, partly through Fram Strait export. Some425

young ice survives to repopulate the older classes, but the area covered by ice less than 5426

years old has shrunk considerably since 2000. In the coming decades, it is possible that the427

age of the Arctic ice pack will fluctuate between younger and older ice types, sometimes428

exhibiting bimodal age distributions as in the early 1990s, before becoming completely429

dominated by seasonal ice.430
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Figure Captions548

549

Figure 1. (a) Volume and area of all Arctic ice, (b) volume, area and average thickness of550

perennial ice, (c) area of seasonal ice, (d) September seasonal ice area and total ice area anomaly551

from the 1977–2006 mean, and (e) area-weighted average age of perennial ice and the whole552

Arctic ice pack. The legend for panels (a)–(c) is in panel (b).553

Figure 2. Winter (Nov.–Apr.) area flux through Fram Strait. Satellite-based observational554

data [Kwok et al., 2004a] is dashed.555

Figure 3. Monthly climatologies of perennial ice volume, area, thickness and area-weighted556

average age for the three decades shown in the lower panel.557

Figure 4. Average March thickness of ice plotted against ice age, for three decades, and the558

Maslanik et al. [2007] proxy ice thickness estimates for 2003–2006. Model data are plotted only559

for age bins that are populated for all 10 years of each averaging period.560

Figure 5. March ice thickness, in m, for (a) 1976, (b) 1986 (c) 1996, (d) 2006, overlain with561

ice age contours in black (2-year increments). The 15% area concentration contour is white.562

Figure 6. (a) For September of each year, the total area of ice of age N indicated on the x-axis.563

For March of each year, (b) the total area of ice of age greater or equal to N, (c) the age of ice564

passing through Fram Strait (years). A 4-year running mean has been applied in (a) to smooth565

the seasonal cycle.566

Figure 7. Area-weighted average age of perennial ice and the whole Arctic ice pack (a) in the567

control run, in which accretion at the bottom of the ice did not influence ice age, and (b) in the568

sensitivity run, in which bottom growth was included in the ice age.569
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March September
mean trend mean trend

seasonal area 8.0 0.29 0.3 -0.01
perennial area 7.0 -0.42 5.5 -0.61
total ice area 15.0 -0.13 5.8 -0.62
average age 2.9 -0.27 6.5 -0.13
Table 1. Mean March and September 1977–2006 seasonal, perennial and total ice area

(106 km2), area-weighted average age (years), and their trends per decade, for the Northern

Hemisphere.

Smith [1998] Belchansky et al. [2004] CICE
mean trend mean trend mean trend

melt onset 164 -0.7 169 -4.0 141 -4.9
freeze onset 240 +3.7 238 +1.4 233 +1.8
melt season 75 +4.5 68 +5.5 91 +6.7

Table 2. Mean 1979–1996 melt and freeze onset dates (Julian day) and melt season length

(days) for perennial ice, and their trends (days per decade).
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Figure 1. (a) Volume and area of all Arctic ice, (b) volume, area and average thickness of

perennial ice, (c) area of seasonal ice, (d) September seasonal ice area and total ice area anomaly

from the 1977–2006 mean, and (e) area-weighted average age of perennial ice and the whole

Arctic ice pack. The legend for panels (a)–(c) is in panel (b).
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Figure 2. Winter (Nov.–Apr.) area flux through Fram Strait. Satellite-based observational

data [Kwok et al., 2004a] is dashed.
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Figure 3. Monthly climatologies of perennial ice volume, area, thickness and area-weighted

average age for the three decades shown in the lower panel.
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Figure 4. Average March thickness of ice plotted against ice age, for three decades, and the

Maslanik et al. [2007] proxy ice thickness estimates for 2003–2006. Model data are plotted only

for age bins that are populated for all 10 years of each averaging period.
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a b

c d

Figure 5. March ice thickness, in m, for (a) 1976, (b) 1986 (c) 1996, (d) 2006, overlain with

ice age contours in black (2-year increments). The 15% area concentration contour is white.
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a b c

Figure 6. (a) For September of each year, the total area of ice of age N indicated on the x-axis.

For March of each year, (b) the total area of ice of age greater or equal to N, (c) the age of ice

passing through Fram Strait (years). A 4-year running mean has been applied in (a) to smooth

the seasonal cycle.
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Figure 7. Area-weighted average age of perennial ice and the whole Arctic ice pack (a) in the

control run, in which accretion at the bottom of the ice did not influence ice age, and (b) in the

sensitivity run, in which bottom growth was included in the ice age.
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